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 Uncover the magic and mystery of perfumes which have been cherished for many years — and
some so long as a century or more. A assortment of popular, much loved perfumes from 1850 to
1980, Vintage Perfumes can be an insightful edition of feminine, masculine, and unisex favorites
from bygone years. Why is these perfumes unique?Vintage perfumes are classic fragrances that
have stood the test of period. Fragrances from Chanel, Dior, Caron, Creed, Jean Patou, and many
others are included. Find out about the perfumers and designers, as well as the notes, fragrance
family, and historical famous patrons associated with the finest perfumes on the planet. Jan
Moran has written extensively about perfumery. She has also written numerous content articles
for a variety of print and digital media. Martin’s Press, and Rizzoli Bookstores nonfiction
bestsellers Fabulous Fragrances I & II. She gained a FiFi award from The Fragrance Basis for her
technology, Scentsa (aka FragranceIQ), a touch-display fragrance finder in Sephora shops. She is
the writer of Scent of Triumph: A Novel of Perfume and Interest from St.
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Lovely book, describes many perfumes. If you value perfumes, gives classifications so that if you
like a specific scent, you can search for other very similar scents to locate and try.Secrets
revealed. Excellent in the event that you formulate your very own scents, gives you an idea of
what combinations to try. Or at least, hinted at. Well written, pleasant to learn. Recommended.
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